
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a staff software architect. Thank
you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for staff software architect

Deep expertise in one of front-end technologies (HTML5, JS,Angular),
microservices(RESTful web services) or back-end technologies (Posgres,
NOSQL, Oracle
Capture system and application level requirements by brainstorming with
CTO, Sr
Ultimately, be responsible for the success or failure of tool deployment for
Cirrus programs
Can identify options, risks, costs vs
Ability to deliver clear messages, presenting with impact and adjusting
messages to the audience
Leads design, code and test reviews and inspections, ensuring application of
software engineering best practices, the feasibility, efficacy and compliance
to functional and regulatory standards
10 years of software development experience and five years of architect
experience
Successful candidates must have strong development experience in large
scale software projects, with specific knowledge related to large scale
transactions systems primarily designed in a J2EE environment
Use excellent communication skills to interface with customers and senior
leadership with confidence and clarity
Break down problems, estimate work, and help build development plans

Qualifications for staff software architect

Example of Staff Software Architect Job Description
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Minimum 3+ years’ experience in IP networking software architecture with
protocols such as BGP, OSPF, MPLS, ISIS PIM, Spanning Tree, MLAG, STP,
SDN, Open Flow, Layer 2-7 networking
Drive technical discussions around potential solutions and document findings
Must be willing to work out of an office located in San Ramon, CA,
Longmont, CO, or Houston, TX
Must be willing to work in an office located in San Ramon, CA
With a minimum of 5yrs in developing Data visualization tools
Must be willing to work out of an office located in San Ramon, CA,
Longmont, CO, Houston, TX


